The Chimera Journal of Literature and
Art (and Film, and Animation, and at times
original Music), has won over 25 awards
since its inception in 2003. Our journal has
been featured in the HOW International
Design Awards Annual, a competition
that has thousands of international entries
each year. Few of the large number of
award-winning entries are published in
the International Annual, yet Chimera has
enjoyed publication in this prestigious
annual eight times since the inception of
the journal. Chimera has also been given
top honors in The One Show, The Great
Design Show, The UCDA Design
chimera x won both the student gold award
The student work in this
show really blew me away. I felt
and a special judges choice award in this
national design competition.

it was important that my judge’s choice award went to
a student entry. The Chimera 10 book stood out to me
immediately on the judging table. It’s hard to miss a 200
page book with a fluorescent orange cover. It was bold,
intriguing, and I wanted to see what was inside. This
book is beautiful. The typography is fantastic, and it’s
wonderfully art directed. It’s not often you would applaud
the restraint of a designer who floods the page with neon
ink, but I’m happy to do it here. It would have been easy
to over-design a piece like this, but the bold color is used
tastefully, giving the book character without getting in
the way of the content. A book this size is no small task.
The designer(s) really cared about this piece, and clearly
put a lot of time and effort into it. juror’s comment

Competition, AIGA Flux Student
Competition, The American Advertising
Awards, and AIGA 365 (Pittsburgh).
These national competitions are
extremely competitive. In some of the
venues, Chimera was face-to-face
with professional work entered in the
competition, and (in some cases),
triumphed...winning accolades, standing
with honors among design studios with
international standing. In addition to
winning the top award in the UCDA
competition for three consecutive years,
Chimera received special mention from the
jury. Each jury noted the excellence of the
publication, and gave it special mention
during the awards ceremony. As a result,
Shelle Barron was invited to speak about
the program at the UCDA National
Convention in Kansas City.
Chimera has additionally won a national
award in the National Student Literary Journal competition and numerous
awards in AIGA regional competitions.

		

Promotional materials for Chimera 13
included a call for entries poster, exhibition
catalogue, and tickets to the Soiree/opening
at the museum, which serves as a fundraiser
for the Chimera program.

In addition to Chimera
promotional materials
created by the design
team (at left), design
students sometimes
design their own
original poster to
support the exhibition,
and post them in art
buildings on campus.

Chimera promotional materials (posters and collateral) have won numerous awards in regional, national and
international competitions. The poster for the eighth exhibition (lower right) was featured in Graphis.

The front and back covers of Chimera Eight
(composed from the negative space created
from “C” and “8”), were screenprinted with
an environmentally-friendly glow-in-the-dark
tinted varnish, adding a surprise when
lights were turned off.

Beginning with Chimera Ten, QR codes (to access film and
animation student work) replaced DVDs, which had been packaged
with previous volumes. In recent years, the printing of the journal
became FSC certified (paper from responsible sources and
environmentally certified inks). Every volume of the journal has
won numerous awards.

Chimera Twelve featured a cover with a pattern of die cut
circles that revealed the spectral color scheme beneath.
The pattern influenced the structure of the journal, the
color scheme signaled the division of content. Fanning the
book recreated the color palette on the edge of the journal.

Members of the Chimera Thirteen (at right) design team consult with advisors.

The Chimera website (above and at right)
will serve as a hub for event announcements,
deadlines for the juried exhibition and meeting
schedules. When completed, viewers will have
access to every page of every journal.

